Inside-Outside Circle is an interactive technique that pairs students to share thoughts on a series of questions. It allows students to express themselves orally about written content. Implementing this technique
involves all students in an oral discussion.

Pre-planning
 Identify an area where 2 circles of students can be
created
 Identify beginning and intermediate students and
assign to Group A (inside circle)
 Determine discussion questions
 Highlight key words or phrases for beginning and
intermediate students
Resources Needed
 Timer
 Questions for discussion
 Questions highlighted for beginning and intermediate students

Procedure
1. Students are divided into two equal groups, A
(inside circle) and B (outside circle). Group A forms
a circle and faces outward. Group B forms a circle
around Group A facing the group.
2. Pose a question and ask Group B to share
thoughts while partner in Group A listens.
3. Monitor responses then have students switch
roles. Group A shares thoughts on the same
question while Group B listens.
4. Instruct Group B to move X number of students to
the right or left and repeat the process.
5. Repeat as necessary.

 Position in inside circle to listen first and respond

second
 Ask simple questions and move to more abstract
questions over time
 Provide sentence frames which require a one word
answer
 Allow adequate think time before talk time

 Ask simple and abstract questions and increase

abstract over time
 Position in inside circle so they can listen first and

respond second
 Provide sentence frames which require more than a
one word answer
 Allow think time before talk time

 Ask mostly abstract questions and increase the

level of difficulty over time
 Allow extra time to formulate complete thoughts

for questions that include complex academic and
highly specialized vocabulary
 Ask follow-up questions to encourage complete
answers

 Allow extra time to formulate complete thoughts

for questions that include complex academic and
highly specialized vocabulary
 Ask follow-up questions to expect complete and
thorough answers

Strategies - 1(F) use accessible language and learn new
and essential language in the process
Listening - (2C) learn new language structures,
expressions, and basic and academic vocabulary heard
during classroom instruction and interactions
Speaking - 3(E) share information in cooperative
learning interactions
Reading - 4(G) demonstrate comprehension of
increasingly complex English by participating in shared
reading, retelling or summarizing material, responding to
questions, and taking notes commensurate with content
area and grade level needs









Allows for student exchange of ideas
Gives students an opportunity to practice language
Develops listening skills
Engages all students

Review: Unit One from “Tests of Courage” Grade 6
1. Did Mrs. Price treat Rachel unfairly, or does she just make an
honest mistake?
2. What does Rachel think about the sweater?
3. What could you say to Rachel to make her feel better?

Review: Use vocabulary cards
Each student from outside circle gives student from inside circle a
definition of a term. Student from inside circle provides the term.
Once the time is up, outside circle moves clockwise the number of
students teacher indicates. Then, repeat process.

Review: The Arabian Peninsula
1. Name 3 ways life in this desert area has changed over the past
one hundred years.
2. How did the earliest civilization capitalize in the geographical
position of the peninsula?
3. How has abundant resource of oil influenced this area?

Review: Unit “Earth’s Changing Surface”
1. Explain how off-road vehicles affect soil erosion?
2. What is the relationship between wind and erosion?
3. Why are some homeowners concerned about drilling wells
near their homes?

